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Enhanced Conventional Arsenal of the Syrian Arab Republic

BACKGROUND

Analysis will center on Syrian-controlled
capabilities, but commentary will also be made
on the significant capabilities Syrian partners
have injected into the region. These resources
are substantial enough to warrant this additional analysis; Russia has deployed 4,000 military
personnel and advisors, significant airpower, and
heavy weapon systems into the region, while
Iran has provided up to 2,000 Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps forces and additional supplies.1
Syrian airspace is guarded by Russian long-range
surface-to-air missiles and airstrikes are conducted for Damascus by Iranian UAVs, neither of
which are under the direct control of the Syrian
government but both of which considerably
enhance Syria’s warfighting capabilities.

Over the past decades, the Syrian government has made considerable efforts to build up
its national arsenal. However, the escalation of
the Syrian Civil War, the expansion of the Islamic
State, and the intervention of external powers in
the region have led to serious conflicts that have
both tested Syrian capabilities and eroded them.
Before delving into the Syrian arsenal in
detail, it is important to lay out a few caveats.
First, due to the ongoing conflicts in the region,
up-to-date reliable figures on the size of Syria’s
arsenal are simply unavailable; heavy attrition
from conflict has destroyed an unknown amount
of Syria’s stockpiles. Therefore, while all data
on the technical composition of Syria’s arsenal
comes from the recently published Military
Balance 2017 report created by the International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS), the item
counts provided will come from IISS’s Military
Balance 2014, which is the most recent Military
Balance to quantify Syria’s arsenal size. These
presented amounts may differ from the current
actual counts, but they are the best unclassified
figures available. Furthermore, this report will
focus specifically on the government’s UAV, SAM,
UUV, and anti-tank weapon systems.

UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES (UAVS)
UAVs have become a prominent aspect
of the Syrian Civil War, especially since drone-capable great powers began to intervene in the
region’s ongoing conflicts. By definition, an unmanned aerial vehicle is a pilotless device controlled remotely or by onboard computers that
is capable of surveillance and offensive strike
missions. According to IISS, the Syrian army uses
two types of UAVs – the Ababil and the Mohajer
3/4 – both of which are Iranian made and are
only capable of conducting intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) missions.2 These
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UAVs do not have attack capabilities. Due to the
sensitive nature of drone warfare, there is no
data on exactly how many of these drones the
state owns.

SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILES (SAMS)
Surface-to-Air missiles are projectiles
designed to be launched from a variety of weapon platforms on the ground to eliminate aerial
targets. The Syrian government has procured
substantial stocks of these systems over the past
decades, leaving Syria with a fairly strong SAM
network that is divided between systems operated by the army and the air defense command.

However, there are far more drones
operating in Syrian airspace than those officially
owned by government forces. The Center for
the Study of the Drone at Bard College reports
that from 2011 to 2016, at least 32 different UAVs
have been spotted in the Syrian skies, and that
these drones have originated from 6 different
countries including Russia, Iran, China, and the
United States.3 Syria’s UAV capabilities have
greatly benefitted from Iranian assistance; since
2012, Tehran has operated drones on Syria’s behalf, conducting ISR missions and, more recently,
drone strikes for Assad’s government.4 For instance, on June 8, 2017, U.S. forces shot down a
pro-Syrian drone that had fired towards a U.S. led
coalition in the “deconfliction zone” near al-Tanf.
Analysts suggest that this attack drone was an
Iranian Shahed-129, an analogue of the American MQ-1 Predator.5 It is unclear whether the
UAV was operated by Iranian pilots on behalf of
Syria or by Syrian pilots directly.6 Regardless, despite the fact that Assad’s forces lack UAV strike
capabilities directly, they still likely command
such means indirectly through close collaboration with their partners in Tehran.

The Syrian Army’s SAM capabilities can
be divided into medium range, short range, and
point defense systems. The short-range and
point defense systems are intended to eliminate
low flying, nearby targets, while medium range
systems can strike targets up to a few-dozen
miles away.7 According to IISS, the army holds 20
9K37 Buk (SA-11 Gadfly) and an unknown number of 9K317 Buk-M2 (SA-17 Grizzly) self-propelled SAM systems.8 Both are categorized as
having medium-range capabilities. The army also
possesses an unknown number of 96K6 Pantsir-S1 (SA-22 Greyhound) short range self-propelled SAM systems and 20 9K31 Strela-1 (SA-9
Gaskin), 14 9k33 Osa (SA-8 Gecko), and 30 9K35
Strela-10 (SA-13 Gopher) point defense systems.9
Finally, the army holds unknown quantities of
9K38 Igla (SA-18 Grouse), 9K36 Strela-3 (SA-14
Gremlin), 9K338 Igla-S (SA-24 Grinch), and 9K32
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Strela-2 (SA-7 Grail) man-portable air-defense
systems (MANPADS).10 Taken collectively, the
Syrian Army’s SAM capabilities are estimated
to total at least 4,184 units, with 84 units being
self-propelled.11

while their short-range counterparts consist
of 195 2k12 Kub (SA-6 Gainful) and 148 S-125
Pechora (SA-3 Goa) systems.13 Finally, the air
defense command holds 4,000 9K32 Strela-2
(SA-7 Grail) MANPADS.14 Taken collectively, these
missile systems total 4,707 units.15
Most of Syria’s SAMs originate from Russia
and the former Soviet Union, and even before
Moscow entered the Syrian Civil War in support
of Assad, the Kremlin was Syria’s main weapon
systems provider. For instance, according to the
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
(SIPRI) Arms Transfers Database, the Soviet Union
and later Russia delivered shipments from 40
separate arms transfer contracts to Syria over the
period of 1988 to 2016, with a quarter of these
contracts being for SAM air defense systems.16
This substantial build up has left the Syrian
government with a multilayered air defense network that employs different systems to confront
threats at different altitudes and ranges.17 However, aside from the handful of S-200 long-range
systems employed by the Syrian Air Defense
Command, the government’s long range capabilities are limited.

The Syrian Air Defense Command has a
separate stock of SAM systems, including some
with long-range capabilities. These long-range
systems are comprised of 44 S-200 (SA-5 Gammon) SAMs.12 Medium-range systems are comprised of 320 S-75 Dvina (SA-2 Guideline) SAMs,

As for the testing and use of these air defense capabilities in regional conflicts, there have
been a few significant incidents that should
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be noted. First and most recently, on March
16th, 2017, Syrian forces used an SA-5 Gammon
system to fire missiles at Israeli jets conducting
a strike on the military site near Palmyra. The
Israeli fighters escaped unscathed when the
Syrian SAM was allegedly intercepted by Israel’s
Arrow missile defense system.18 Another incident
occurred on March 17, 2015, when a U.S. MQ-1
Predator drone was shot down by Syrian air
defenses, presumably with a S-125 Pechora (SA-3
Goa) missile system.19 Finally, on June 22, 2012, a
Turkish jet was downed near the Turkish-Syrian
border by a Syrian SAM.20 The specific system
used for this strike is unknown.

According to IISS’s Military Balance 2017, Russia
currently has two long-range SAM batteries in
Syria; one comprised of S-400 (SA-21 Growler) and the other of S-300V4 (SA-23 Gladiator)
air-defense systems.21 The first shipment of these
long-range systems was deployed in late 2015
after Turkey downed a Russian warplane.22 The
second set came a year later for unknown reasons.23
Regardless, these systems raise the cost
of any serious operation against the Syrian government by extending a strike radius over the
majority of Syria that can deny foreign powers’
access to the vast majority of Syrian airspace.24
Yet Moscow has not launched any of these
missiles on Syria’s behalf since their deployment,
and the Kremlin is not likely to do so unless provoked by drastic escalation or a major accident.
Instead, these systems are likely intended to provide deterrence against heavy-handed western
intervention in the region, thereby stabilizing
the Syrian government’s position and allowing
Syrian forces to focus on closer threats, such as
opposition rebel forces.

Taken collectively, these three incidents
illustrate that Syria is very willing to use its SAM
capabilities against both manned and unmanned aircraft operated by a variety of nations
whenever hostile planes enter Syrian airspace.
Use of Syrian SAMs should be expected to continue as the regional conflicts drag on, especially
if foreign powers increase their aerial presence in
the Syrian skies.
The Kremlin has also made contributions
to Syria’s air defense; Moscow’s ongoing intervention in Syria has included the deployment
of Russian air defense systems that make up for
Syria’s limited long-range air defense capabilities.

UNMANNED UNDERWATER VEHICLES (UUVS)
Unmanned Underwater Vehicles are underwater devices piloted remotely or by an
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onboard computer that can theoretically be used
for surveillance, mine clearing, and offensive
operations. While UUVs have been used for deep
sea exploration in the past, their optimization for
defense applications is still in its infancy.25 However, both Russia and the United States are developing these capabilities; for instance, the U.S.
Navy proposed a $350 million budget in 2017
for UUV procurement and research, while Russia
recently revealed plans to develop an autonomous, long-range torpedo capable of delivering
nuclear payloads.26 While these technologies
are far from being realized, they offer a glimpse
into the future of UUV defense applications and
undersea warfare.

to the Syrian government or position them in
nearby waters to assist the Kremlin’s pro-Syria regional operations. However, since the majority of
UUV research is based on ISR and minesweeping,
UUV applications in the Syrian Civil War would be
limited.
ANTI-TANK SYSTEMS
Syria’s anti-tank capabilities can be divided into both self-propelled systems and
man-portable anti-tank systems (MANPATS). According to IISS’s Military Balance 2014, the government has a total of 2,600 anti-tank missiles.27
The government’s self-propelled capabilities are
comprised of 410 9P133 Malyutka-P and an unknown number of 9P148 Konkurs systems.28 The
arsenal’s MANPATS component consists of 150
9K111 Fagot (AT-4 Spigot), 40 9M111-1 Konkurs
(AT-5 Spandrel), 800 9K116-1 Bastion (AT-10
Stabber), 1000 9M135 Kornet (AT-14 Spriggan),
and 200 Milan anti-tank guided weapon systems,
along with an unknown quantity of 9K115 Metis
(AT-7 Saxhorn) and 9K115-2 Metis-M (AT-13 Saxhorn-2) anti-tank systems.29 IISS estimates from
2014 suggest that the government holds a total
of 2190+ MANPATS.30

As far as we know, the Syrian government
lacks these technologies and currently has no
plans to develop them. Considering wealthier
states have only recently initiated research and
development for UUV projects, it is very likely
that such initiatives are either out of reach for or
simply not on the agenda of the Assad regime,
which has far more pressing defense concerns
to consider. However, Russia’s long-standing
position as Syria’s largest arms provider suggests
that there may be a possibility for Syrian forces
to someday acquire UUV capabilities; once the
Russians have created operational models, it is
likely that Moscow will sell these technologies

Much of Syria’s anti-tank arsenal, like it’s
SAM stockpile, is Soviet or Russian surplus. Fur-
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thermore, many of these anti-tank systems,
namely the Konkurs and Fagot, were manufactured decades ago and have since been replaced
by more advanced variants built on the same
platform.31 For other anti-tank systems, such as
the Metis and Metis-M, the Syrian government
holds multiple variants of the same system. However, even in this case there is a more advanced
system – the Metis-M1 – which the Syrian government does not possess in its arsenal.32 Taken
together, these examples suggest that Syria’s
anti-tank capabilities are not on the cutting
edge, but rather comprised of time-tested surplus systems. However, this does not intrinsically
disadvantage Syrian government forces; these
systems, particularly the Konkurs, are effective
enough to remain widely used among former
Eastern-bloc states and pro-Soviet countries
around the globe.33

intervention in the Syrian Civil War “transformed
the battlefield” in Assad’s favor.34 Ongoing Russian and Iranian deployments, advising, and
operations on Syria’s behalf will only serve to
continue transforming the battlefield, strengthening the regime’s position and boosting Syrian capabilities. If this cooperation persists, the
international community can only expect to see
the Syrian government continue to solidify its
position in power while tighter bonds between
Moscow, Damascus, and Tehran are naturally
forged.
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